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we will improve it with more features and functions. Live3D is an artistic platform for VTubers, an open-source toolkit to build VTuber Maker & Editor. Voto system
Voter Voting is a procedure in which a voter marks one or more candidates (who may be present) in a ballot to indicate his or her preferences, in order of preference,
for each candidate. In a system with more than two candidates, the voter may mark all or only some of the candidates. When a candidate receives a vote (voted vote)
from a voter (voter vote), the candidate is awarded a vote, the number of which is shown by the voter. Some systems use the term to only refer to such a vote. A voter
who prefers a candidate X over a candidate Y might express this preference by marking X over Y in the ballot, leaving Y unmarked, or marking Y over X. In each
case, the voter has awarded X one vote and Y none. If a voter votes for both X and Y, he is said to have cast a split vote. A series of votes in which a voter marks every
candidate in the ballot except for the first or last is called a streak vote, in contrast to a vote in which the voter marks every candidate except for the last. A streak vote
may be used to express a voter's preference for a series of candidates over a group of other candidates, as in a pléiade vote. Voter turnout is a measure of how many
voters participate in the election or vote for a specific candidate or party. Voter turnout may be taken as a measure of the degree of interest in politics. Voting is a core
democratic right, yet only about a quarter of the world's population are registered to vote. In recent elections, voter turnout is usually around fifty percent. Voting is
often seen as an act of political participation. Voters are often seen as stakeholders in the decision-making process. Most systems allow voters to cast votes on policy
questions. In some countries, voting also may be an opportunity for a voter to express general support for a political party or party system. In some countries, a vote
may indicate support for a specific political group or individual candidate. In some systems, a vote may be used as an expression of general political affiliation, or as a
proxy for such affiliation. For example, in systems where the government is highly centralised and a large number of candidates compete for a single seat in
parliament,
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